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Introduction
If biomarkers for early detection could be discovered, the impact 

on public health would be staggering. Discovering such biomarkers 
for cancer, traumatic brain injury, viral and bacterial infection, heart 
disease, etc. would help the number of deaths drop dramatically. Such 
biomarkers that could monitor therapeutic effectiveness would enable 
the correct treatment to be recognized sooner in cases where the best 
course of treatment is not obvious. 

In cancer, providing an early and accurate diagnosis represents 
one of the major challenges in the battle against tumors. Currently, a 
tissue biopsy is generally required in order for the doctors to formulate 
a correct diagnosis of the type of cancer and its progression status. 
However, for some tumor types, biopsies are invasive procedures with 
potential damaging side effects that, in extreme cases, could be life 
threatening. It is therefore appealing to search for minimally invasive 
biomarkers to detect and monitor disease progression at multiple 
time points during the course of treatment. Promising alternatives to 
biopsies that hold the potential to revolutionize the cancer diagnosis 
field comes from studies on the communication between cancer cells 
and their microenvironment. Among such noninvasive biomarkers, 
exosomes, circulating tumor cells, and circulating tumor DNA are the 
three prominent examples for cancer prognosis and diagnosis (Figure 
1). The appropriate use of these biomarkers is still under development 
and needs to be refined and validated. This mini-review article focuses 
on the challenges and opportunities of using these biomarkers and the 
isolation and characterization methods for each of them.

Exosomes 
Exosomes biogenesis

Transporting biological materials across membranes is critical to 
maintain normal cell homeostasis, it’s composed of active, passive, 

export through microparticles, and exosomes that collectively 
maintain proper compartmentalization of important micro- and 
macromolecules. Exosomes are microvesicles shed from many different 
cell types under both normal and pathological conditions, they are 
also found to occur naturally in body fluids such as blood, urine, 
break milk, and urine. Their diameters range from 30 nm to 100 nm. 
These exosomes can be formed through inward budding of endosomal 
membranes, leading to the formation of intracellular Multi-Vascular 
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metastatic and primary carcinomas. Over the past decade, the development of immune-magnetic platforms has 
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from apoptotic and necrotic cells of the primary tumor, which discharge their DNA early during tumorigenesis. It is 
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better characterization and enable a broad range of clinical applications, including early detection of disease and 
the discovery of personalized biomarkers to predict treatment responses and disease progression. This review 
highlights the progress made in the development of noninvasive biomarkers using CTCs, ctDNA and ECVs.

Figure 1: Overview of biofluid-based circulating tumor molecules. For each 
tumor-derived circulating biomarker, several commonly accepted isolation 
methods are listed with their application; and ongoing clinical trials are also 
included to validate their applicability.
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Bodies (MVB) that will fuse with the plasma membrane, releasing 
the exosome to the extracellular area. Exosomes can also be shed 
directly by outward budding of the plasma membrane, then entering 
the extracellular compartment (Figure 2) [1]. Exosomes were first 
discovered in maturing mammalian reticulocytes [2]. Originally, they 
were thought to function as a way for reticulocytes to eliminate the 
transferrin receptor while maturing [3]. Now exosomes are conceived 
to play important roles in inter- and intracellular communication [4]. 
Exosomes consist of a lipid bilayer membrane surrounding a small 
cytosol lacking any of the cellular organelles, and they contain virtually 
every type of protein, RNAs or even miRNAs, biological products, 
viruses [2]. However, the content and biological functions of exosomes 
depend on the cells of origin. For example, most exosomes excreted 
by tumor cells suppress immune responses and promote tumor growth 
and invasiveness, but from Dendritic Cells (DC), exosomes contain 
co-simulatory proteins necessary for T-cell activation, and exosomes 
derived from B-cells have potent immunostimulatory and antitumor 
effect in vivo and have been used as antitumor vaccines [5,6]; moreover, 
brain tumor exosomes could escape the blood-brain barrier and have 
been shown to express the mutated tumor antigen EGFRvIII and the 
putatively immunosuppressive cytokine TGF-β [7].

Exosome-excreted biological products

Despite of various origins, exosomes have an evolutionary-
conserved common set of proteins, they all contain membrane transport 
and fusion proteins (GTPases, Annexins, flotillin), tetraspannins (CD9, 
CD63, CD81, CD82), heat shock proteins (Hsc70, Hsp 90), proteins 
involved in MVB biogenesis (Alix, TSG101), as well as lipid-related 
proteins and phospholipases [8]. Depending on the context, proteins 
and transcription factors carried within exosomes can be tumor 
promoters or tumor suppressors [2]. A proteomic study investigating 
exosomes production by p53, the authors demonstrated that p53 
promotes exosomes production leading to secretion of numerous p53 
target cells in the extracellular environment [2]; moreover, the authors 
also proved that p53 regulates transcription of many important genes 
such as TSAP6 and CHMP4C, which enhance exosome production and 
endosomal clearance of EGFR receptor from the plasma membrane. 
This mechanism has been shown to help maintain cell growth, 

restrain cell division, and has a major implication in adjacent cell 
communication and immune activation [9]. However, much more still 
needs to be learned about the role of exosomes in p53 pathway, and 
about the exosomal regulation of p53 and its targets which needs to be 
considered in the design of any therapeutic strategy against the p53.

Another major component found in circulating exosomes is 
miRNAs, which are very similar to that found in their originating 
cancer cells as has been demonstrated [10]. MiRNAs regulate genes 
by weakly binding to 3’UTR of their target mRNA and therefore, 
inactivating gene expression [11]. Multiple genes, either within a 
single cell or in adjacent cells within the microenvironment, can be 
influenced by miRNAs; indeed, miRNAs can affect distant cells via 
exosome “carriers” [2]. Exosome-mediated miRNA transfer was first 
shown in a study that transferred mouse exosomal RNA to human 
mast cells resulting in the expression of mouse proteins in human cells. 
Another study monitored the miRNA level in exosomes derived from 
human breast milk for several month of lactation, the results showed 
that certain miRNAs, especially miR-181a and miR-155, which play 
important role in immune system, were present at high levels in the first 
6 months, but significantly dropped later, they concluded that miRNAs 
contained within exosomes from breast milk regulate the development 
of infant’s immune system [8]. In relation to tumors, one study showed 
that exosome-mediated miRNAs enhanced the invasive potential of 
breast cancer cell lines [2]. Overall, exosomes play an important role in 
miRNA regulation and should not be ignored when studying miRNA 
targets or designing miRNA targeted therapeutic strategies.

Other studies have shown that part of the exosomes’ physiological 
role is their ability to modify the microenvironment through their cargo, 
which may support tumor survival and metastasis [2]. Very recently, 
exosomes were demonstrated to reflect the hypoxic status of glioma 
cells. In this study, activation of vascular cells during tumor formation 
was observed along with enhanced exosome secretion in a hypoxia 
dependent manner [2]. In a breast cancer model, hypoxia-mediated 
activation of HIF-1 α promotes the release of exosomes resulting in 
a more aggressive cell phenotype [12]. Tumor-derived exosomes may 
also help create an immunosuppressive microenvironment by inducing 
apoptosis and impairing the function of effector T cells and NK cells, 
enhancing angiogenesis, remodeling stromal cells, and promoting 
extracellular matrix degradation [13]. All these process contribute to 
the establishment of a pre-metastatic niche. 

Exosomes may also play an important role in understanding tumor 
metastasis. Tumor metastasis causes the most cancer death, but the 
mechanisms underlying its etiology remain ill understood [2] Exosomes 
are known to function as escape routes for proteins and miRNAs (might 
be tumor promoters for some metastatic pathways) from one cell (site 
of origin) to distant locations. It has been shown that exosomes released 
from renal cells can promote angiogenesis in lung cancer ascites [14]. 
As fluorescent exosome-labeling techniques were developed, better 
understanding of exosome’s interaction with angiogenesis, endothelial 
cells, and metastasis promoters was achieved. Using this technique, 
melanoma exosomes were observed to interact with and influence 
endothelial cell morphology [15]. This technique also revealed many 
examples where tumor exosomes elicited paracrine endothelial signal; 
and therefore contributing to metastatic spread of tumors, and several 
other studies have also revealed that tumor exosomes can modulate 
pre-metastatic cells predominantly through transferred miRNAs and 
transform them to become tumor cells [2].

Finally, exosomes play an important role in modulating various 
pathways which lead to development of cancer radio and drug 

Figure 2: Exosome biogenesis. Inward budding of endosomal membrane 
results in the formation of intracellular Multi-Vescular Bodies (MVBs), which 
will fuse with the plasma membrane and release the exosomes to the 
extracellular area. Exosomes can also be shed by outward budding of the 
plasma membrane or during cell apoptosis and necrosis, then entering the 
extracellular area. Exosomes then interact with target cells either by releasing 
its content (proteins, DNA, RNA, or even miRNA) or fusing with the plasma 
membrane [1, 41].
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resistance. The development of resistance is multifactorial and includes 
presence of resistant cancer stem-like cells with enhanced plasticity 
and invasiveness [16], Epithelial-To-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) 
phenotype promoted by exosome-released factors, exosome-mediated 
export of biological material that induces a microenvironment favorable 
for resistance; resistance can also occur as a result of promoted 
immune escape mechanisms and fibroblast-like cell formation that 
causes Desmoplastic Reaction (DR) [2]. As mentioned above, miRNA 
transported by exosomes can influence multiple signaling pathways that 
collectively promote resistant phenotype of most cancers. Drug resistance 
has become an area of intense research and large scale proteomic analysis 
of tumor-derived exosomes will provide deeper insight of the contents 
and the potential on clinical application in therapy regimens.

Isolation and characterization of exosomes

Isolation of exosomes using ultracentrifugation is commonly 
accepted, oftentimes, this protocol is used in combination with 
sucrose density gradients or sucrose cushion to float the relatively 
low-density exosomes, and it could provide a high enrichment of 
exosomes. However, this protocol is relatively cumbersome and may be 
complicated by other microvesicles or macromolecular complexes that 
have similar sizes [3]. 

Nevertheless, there are alternative exosome isolation routes based on 
sizes other than ultracentrifugation. A isolation kit (ExomiR) developed 
by Bioo Scientific could essentially remove all cells, platelets, cellular 
debris on one microfilter and captures all vesicles bigger than 30 nm on a 
second microfilter using positive pressure to drive the fluid [8]. Exosomes 
might also be precipitated based on differential solubility in alternative 
solvents, and the precipitate can then be isolated using either low-speed 
centrifugation or filtration. Recently, a reagent called ExoQuick was 
released by System Biosciences. It is claimed that ExoQuick can be added 
to serum, conditioned media, or urine to precipitate the exosomes. The 
isolation process is very fast and straightforward, but it lacked specificity 
toward exosomes and the generated pellet is rather difficult to resuspend. 
However, another study compared the currently utilized methods 
for purifying exosomes concluded that, while each method purifies 
exosomal material, exosomes produced by ExoQuick precipitation 
produces exosomal RNA and protein with greater purity and quantity 
than chromatography, ultracentrifugation, and DynaBeads [17].

Exosome-based immunotherapy

There were several Phase I clinical studies with exosomes as 
immunovaccines. The first one was conducted with autologous 
Dendritic Cell (DC) Derived-Exosomes (DEX) as vaccine administered 
intradermally (1/10th) and subcutaneously (9/10th) in a weekly interval. 
DEX were produced and nourished with functional MHC/peptide 
complexes capable of promoting T cell immune responses as well as 
tumor rejection. By using a process called “direct loading” adopted 
in a previous study [18], the investigators attached MAGE3 antigenic 
peptides directly to purified exosomes by incubating them altogether 
at 10 and 100 µg peptide/ml of slightly acidic media. They developed 
a GMP (Good Manufacturing Practice, a mandatory aspect in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing) process to produce pharmaceutical-
grade exosomes in large scale. Fifteen stage III/IV melanoma patients 
received four vaccinations, evaluations were performed before and two 
weeks after the treatment, no major toxicity (>grade II) was observed. 
However, the data showed enhanced NK cell effector functions after 
exosome vaccination in peripheral blood of 8 patients, therefore, they 
hypothesized that DC derived-exosomes from melanoma patients were 
specifically endowed with NK cell stimulatory capacity in vivo [19].

Another ongoing clinical trial uses vaccination of recurrent 
malignant glioma patients. The investigators treat the patients’ own 
tumor cells with an investigational new drug (IGF-1R/AS ODN, an 
antisense molecule) designed to inactivate targeted surface receptor 
proteins, and re-implanting the cells after encapsulating them in small 
bio-diffusion chambers, with the size of a dime, in the patient’s abdomen 
within 24 hours after the craniotomic surgery. As tumor cells die due 
to apoptosis caused by inactivated surface receptor proteins, they 
release exosomes containing tumor antigens; working together with the 
antisense molecules, these antigens trigger immune response against 
the tumor as they slowly diffuse out of the chamber. Immune cells are 
readily available outside of the chamber because a wound was created to 
implant the tumor cells and a foreign object (the chamber) is present. All 
this would eventually lead to the activation of T cells, which attack and 
eliminate the tumor. Because this therapy uses a slow-release chamber, 
and it utilizes the native immune system instead of using artificial 
engineered cells or biological products, it is considered relatively safer 
and potentially can generate more benefits with fewer risks [20].

Circulating Tumor Cells
Advantages of using CTCs

Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs) play a significant role in metastasis 
even though a clear understanding of how they do it is far from complete 
[21]. CTCs are mostly shed from the primary tumors (i.e. breast cancer, 
prostate cancer, or brain cancer) during their formation and early 
growth, and circulate through the bloodstream to potential metastatic 
sites [22]. Because blood collection is simple and minimally invasive 
compared to other methods such as needle aspiration of Bone Marrow 
(BM), CTCs can be used as a real-time marker for disease progression 
and survival. Moreover, due to their heterogeneity, CTCs can be 
detected and enriched via different techniques based on their physical 
properties (i.e. size, density, electric charge) and biological properties 
(i.e. surface protein expression, invasive capacity), hence, CTC analysis 
is considered as a real-time “liquid biopsy” in cancer patients [23]. 

CTCs in cancer patients were first detected in 1869 [24]. 
Dissemination of tumor cells into the bloodstream from a primary site 
to a distant organs (i.e. liver, BM, lungs), and the subsequent outgrowth 
of the tumor in the new microenvironment, can be used as a prognostic 
biomarker of cancer patients. These cells might stay dormant for years 
after complete resection of primary tumor before growing into a new 
tumor; they may also return to the primary site giving rise to a new 
tumor, a process that is called “local relapse” (Figure 3). Therefore, 

Figure 3: CTC formation. CTCs are shedded from the primary tumors during 
their formation and early growth, and circulates through the bloodstream to 
potential metastatic sites. CTCs may stay dormant for years, or undergo “local 
relapse” - returning to primary site giving rise to a new tumor [25].
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CTCs have the potential to be a promising biomarker for prognosis of 
very early stage of cancer detection and recurrence of tumors. However, 
these hypotheses have not been universally proven and further 
investigation in cancer patients is needed to prove their validity as a 
surrogate endpoint [25].

Limitations of using CTCs
The concentration of CTCs in the bloodstream might be as low 

as one tumor cell in the background of millions of blood cells; thus, 
identification and characterization of CTCs require extremely sensitive 
and specific analysis methods, which usually include enrichment and 
detection procedures based on physical and biological properties [22]. 
Nonetheless, the site of blood collection for CTC analysis is another 
critical aspect to consider, because the sizes of CTCs vary at different 
locations [21]. Some CTCs have a diameter that is three or four times 
as large as the bores of capillaries, other CTCs may cluster together and 
lodge in capillaries, and only small and/or plastic CTCs can circulate 
in bloodstream [26]. Therefore, it is possible that variations exist in the 
spatial and temporal distribution of CTCs within the circulation. 

Isolation and characterization of CTCs

Isolation of CTCs based on their physical properties has the 
advantage that they allow CTC enrichment without any labeling. 
Approaches that have been used to capture CTCs based on physical 
properties include density gradient centrifugation (Ficoll, OncoQuick), 
filtration through special filters (Isolation by Size of Epithelial Tumor 
Cells, or ISET for short); and since cancer cells are larger and stiffer 
than blood cells, a new versatile label-free biochip is invented for 
CTC isolation and enrichment. Biological properties are mostly 
used in immunoselection-based procedures with antibodies against 
either tumor-associated antigens (positive selection) or the common 
leukocyte antigen (negative selection) in which mononuclear cells are 
depleted. Immunomagnetic isolation technique targets an antigen with 
antibody that is attached to a magnetic bead, and the antigen-antibody 
complex would then be isolated via exposure to a magnetic field. 
Antibodies against Epithelial Cell Adhesion Molecule (EpCAM) are 
usually used as positive selection, and subsequent detection of CTCs 
is performed with antibodies to cytokeratins; however, this procedure 
may result in a false-negative finding, because cytokeratins belong to a 
large family that consists of at least 20 different proteins, and individual 
cytokeratins (i.e. CK8 or CK18) may be down-regulated in tumor 
cells. Among the EpCAM-based technologies, the only FDA-approved 
assay called CellSearch is considered to be the “gold standard” for all 
new CTC detection methods; however, for cancer patients who lack 
EpCAM expression, a different antibody, or even method of isolation, 
is necessary to capture most CTCs in circulation (Figure 4) [21,22].

CTCs in clinical trials

Several studies have shown that CTCs may be a superior surrogate 
end point, as they are highly reproducible and correlate better with 
Overall Survival (OS) than do changes determined by traditional 
radiology. One such study demonstrated that CTCs are the most 
accurate and independent predictor of overall survival in Castration-
Resistant Prostate Cancer (CRPC), and therefore, CTCs can be used in 
efficacy assessment as surrogate endpoint and expedites the approval 
of novel anticancer therapies [27]. A total of 276 patients were enrolled 
in this study and divided into predetermined Favorable (<5 CTC/7.5 
ml) and Unfavorable (>5 CTC/7.5 ml) groups. Throughout the study, 
patients within the Unfavorable group at all-time points (71 patients) 
have the shortest median OS (6.8 months); and patients with increased 

CTC counts after treatment, which converted them from Unfavorable 
group to Favorable group, showed significant improvement in diagnosis 
and median OS (21.3 months). In a breast cancer model, there were 177 
patients with measurable metastatic breast cancer enrolled, and levels 
of CTCs were measured both before starting a new line of treatment 
and at the first follow-up visit. The results showed that patients with 
CTC levels equal to or higher than 5 per 7.5 ml of whole blood had 
a shorter median progression-free survival; this difference between 
groups persisted at the first follow-up visit. Moreover, the proportion 
of patients with an unfavorable prognosis dropped from 49% to 30%. 
The study concluded that CTC level before treatment and at the first 
follow-up visit is an independent predictor of progression-free survival 
and overall survival [24].

Circulating Tumor DNA
cmDNA as a prognostic tool

It has been shown that tumor-derived mutant DNA can be detected 
in the cell-free fraction of the blood of individuals with cancer [28-
30]. Most of this mutant DNA is not derived from circulating tumor 
cells and, in light of the specificity of mutations, raises the possibility 
that the circulating mutant DNA (cmDNA) fragments themselves can 
be used to track disease status [28-30]. Somatic rearrangements have 
been shown to occur frequently in cancer. Such alterations are not 
present in normal cells and should therefore be exquisitely specific and 
have the potential to serve as highly sensitive biomarkers for tumor 
detection [31]. Rearrangement-associated biomarkers therefore offer a 
reliable measure that would be useful for monitoring tumor response 
to specific therapies. Detection of this circulating mutant DNA in the 

Figure 4: CTC isolation using immunomagnetic selection. A total of 7.5 to 10 mL 
of blood is collected and immunomagnetic enrichment is achieved by using the 
anti-EpCAM (ie, epithelial cell adhesion molecule) Ferrofluid. The isolated cells 
are then fluorescently labeled with the 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) 
nucleic acid dye and with monoclonal antibodies specific for epithelial cells 
(ie, anticytokeratin-phycoerythrin to cytokeratins 8/18/19) and leukocytes (ie, 
anti-CD45-allophycocyanin). CTCs are identified as cells with the appropriate 
morphology as cytokeratin positive, DAPI positive, and CD45 negative [21,22]. 
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plasma might provide valuable insight on the status of the disease, affect 
adjuvant treatment decisions, improve early detection of relapse, and 
enhance patient outcomes.

Indeed, virtually in every cancer cell in a solid tumor, there are 
approximately 80 genes with subtle mutations, which are not present 
in normal cells. Therefore in theory, these somatic mutations can serve 
as highly specific biomarker [31]. It is believed that ctDNA is released 
into bloodstream when primary tumor cells undergo apoptosis and 
necrosis processes. ctDNA then circulates predominantly in the form of 
nucleosomes such that they retain some feature of nuclear chromatin. 
Besides genetic mutations, epigenetic modifications can also be 
detected in circulation. Cancer-specific DNA methylation patterns 
can be found in detached tumor cells in body fluids and biopsies, and 
they can be detected in free floating DNA that is released from dead 
cancer cells (Figure 5) [32]. Analysis of DNA methylation test results 
from cmDNA in Colorectal Cancer (CRC). Currently, evaluation for 
SEPT9 methylated DNA in peripheral blood is one such marker which 
has demonstrated feasibility as a blood-based biomarker for all stages 
and locations of CRC [33,34].

Isolation and quantification of ctDNAs

In contrast to CTC, ctDNA concentrations in blood are higher in 
cancer patients than in healthy individuals, yet the number of ctDNA is 
small compared to the number of normal circulating DNA, representing 
only a tiny fraction of total circulating DNA (sometimes <0.01%), so 
it is difficult to detect and quantify it with the sensitivity required for 
significant clinical use. Nonetheless, this technological challenge can 
be overcome as new quantification techniques with higher sensitivity 
are developed. The most commonly accepted quantification procedure 
is BEAMing (Beads, Emulsification, Amplification, and Magnetics), 
which analyzes one allele at a time making this method highly sensitive 
for detection of rare mutant alleles within a large population of wild 
type alleles, which is the exact microenvironment for ctDNAs. By using 
this technique, one study concluded that ctDNA measurements can be 

used to reliably monitor tumor dynamics in patients with cancer who 
underwent surgery or chemotherapy. They first assessed 4 genes by 
direct sequencing in tumors from 18 colorectal cancer patients, and at 
least one mutation was found in each tumor [31]. After identifying the 
somatic mutation in each patient’s tumor, the median of the estimated 
total number of DNA fragments was 4000 per millimeter of plasma 
in 18 patients before surgery. At third and final step, the fraction of 
DNA fragments of a given gene that contains the queried mutation was 
determined. They successfully modify the procedure to achieve high 
signal-to-noise ratio and permit detection of many different mutations 
via simple hybridization probes under identical conditions. 28 assays 
were designed for each of the 18 patients, and the median percentage of 
mutant DNA fragments in 95 positive samples was 0.18%. Multiplying 
the total number of DNA fragments of a gene in plasma by the fraction 
of mutant fragments yields the number of ctDNA in plasma. So the 
median number of ctDNA fragments was 39 in the 95 positive samples.

The first study using BEAMing to detect a drug resistance mutation 
was published in 2011. Two groups of patients with stage III or IV non-
small cell lung cancer who had activating EGFR mutations found in 
diagnostic biopsies. One group had progressive disease after treatment 
with EGFR-TKI, and a T790M resistance mutation was identified in 
43.5% of patients, a value near the predicted 50%. Another group did 
not receive the treatment. BEAMing result was reported with sensitivity 
of 72.7% in detecting the known activating EGFR mutation in plasma 
ctDNA collected at a single time point [35]. However, we have used 
a standard PCR amplification to monitor EGFRvIII deletion in the 
plasma of glioblastoma patients before and after surgery and have 
shown that this technique was efficient in predicting the tumor burden 
in these patients [36]. 

ctDNA used as biomarker for personalized medicine

Most established biomarkers for cancers such as Gastrointestinal 
Stromal Tumor (GIST) possess the limitations of low sensitivity and 
specificity, and could provide valuable clinical information only in 
specific settings. CtDNA in theory could use as sensitive, noninvasive 
biomarker that offers advantages. As tumor-specific biomarker, the 
amount of ctDNA might be determined by tumor size, vascularization, 
and cell turnover, which might well reflect disease activity and could be 
used for monitoring cancer progression. In one study, Jacqueline Maier 
et al. [37] collected 291 plasma samples from 38 patients with GIST, 
and developed and validated 25 different allele-specific ligation PCR 
(L-PCR) assays to detect ctDNA. The data showed that the amount of 
ctDNA correlated with disease course. Patients with active disease had 
significantly higher amounts of ctDNA compared with patients with 
Complete Resection (CR), an increase of ctDNA in patients with tumor 
progression or relapse was observed, and patients who were responding 
to treatments (i.e. High-frequency thermo-therapy, imatinib, sunitinib) 
showed decline of ctDNA. The authors concluded that ctDNA 
containing tumor-specific mutations could be used as tumor-specific 
biomarker to predict response early after initiation of treatment; it 
possesses great potential that might allow earlier treatment changes and 
avoid repeated tumor biopsies [37-41].

Future Directions and Conclusion
Early detection of cancer is vital to improved overall survival 

rates. At present, evidence is accumulating for the clinical value of 
detecting circulating tumor cells, tumor DNA and microRNA in 
peripheral blood, plasma, and serum specimens from cancer patients. 
Both molecular and cellular approaches, which differ in sensitivity and 
specificity, have been used for such means. Circulating tumor cells and 

Figure 5: ctDNA formation. Most of ctDNAs are not derived from CTCs, 
they are released into bloodstream when tumor cells undergo apoptosis or 
necrosis processes instead. ctDNAs then circulate predominantly in the form of 
nucleosome to retain some features of nuclear chromatin [28-30]. In addition to 
genetic mutations, cancer-specific patterns of epigenetic modification, such as 
methylation, can be found in detached tumor cells in body fluids [32]. 
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extracellular  nucleic  acids  have been detected within blood,  plasma, 
and sera of cancer patients. As the presence of malignant tumors are 
clinically determined and/or confirmed upon biopsy procurement-
which in itself may have detrimental effects in terms of stimulating 
cancer progression/metastases-minimally invasive methods would be 
highly advantageous to the diagnosis and prognosis of cancer and the 
subsequent tailoring of targeted treatments for individuals, if reliable 
panels of biomarkers suitable for such an approach exist. 

Although, historically, focus has mainly been on proteins and more 
recently CTCs, results emerging from exploratory studies suggest that 
cmDNA as well as RNAs contained within exosomes can be amplified 
using a multiplex approach (thus minimizing the amount of specimen 
required for analysis) will form members of useful cancer biomarker 
panels. To date, what could possibly be best described as proof-of-
concept studies have been reported on CTCs, cmDNA and RNAs 
(mRNAs and miRNAs) as biomarkers. Relative to protein research, 
however, we believe that this field of research is still in its infancy 
and should now be much more extensively explored. It is probable 
that optimal sensitivity and specificity will include a combination of 
cmDNA, mRNA, miRNA, protein-and possibly also CTC-analysis 
from a patient’s blood specimen. A number of academic laboratories 
and commercial entities are aware of the huge potential that predictive 
circulating nucleic acids/CTCs biomarkers represent and their 
immense clinical importance to the development and improvement 
of current diagnostic and therapeutic options for cancer patients and 
are therefore working tirelessly to bring them to clinical practice. Such 
reliable assays will translate to the clinic and will certainly contribute to 
improvements in personalized treatment, quality of life and survival for 
cancer patients.
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